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H-F
where F is a free group and each x~ιU.x. is the conjugate of a subgroup V. of one of the free factors A v of G.
Proof. The elements of the free factors of G may be well ordered by beginning with the identity, then taking an ordering of the free factors, and within a free factor taking an ordering of the elements Φ 1. Based on this ordering we define an alphabetical ordering for the elements of G. Write as the number t of terms in its reduced form (1) . We define the alphabetical ordering of elements by ordering successively on 1) the length of g; 2.1) the order of the first term a ί if g = a x a 2 a t is its reduced form;
2.2) the order of α 2
This is clearly a well ordering of the elements of G.
We now define a second ordering for the elements of G, the semi-alphabetical ordering. For this we write an element g of even length t = Ίr in the form g = α β" ι , where Z(α) = Z(/3) = r; and an element g of odd length t = 2s + 1 in the form g= CXOs + iβ" 1 ,where Z(α)= l{β)= s. The semi-alphabetical ordering for elements g is determined successively by:
1) the length of g;
2) for g= OLβ~ι of even length by 2.1) the alphabetical order of α, and by 2.2) the alphabetical order of β;
3) for g= OLaς + iβ' 1 of odd length by 3.1) the alphabetical order of α, by 3.2) the alphabetical order of β, and by 3.3) the order of α s + i SUBGROUPS OF FREE PRODUCTS 117 The proof that the subgroup H of G is a free product will be carried out by selecting, in terms of the semi-alphabetical ordering, a subset K of the elements of H and showing 1) that the elements of K generate // and then 2) that the elements K generate a free product where F is a free group and each ί/. is a subgroup of some free factor A.
The set K of elements shall consist of all elements k £ \ such that 1) k ζi H y and 2) k does not belong to the group generated by the elements of H which precede k in the semi-alphabetical ordering.
Since H φ 1> the first h £ 1 of // belongs to the set K, and so K is not vacuous. Consider the group [K] generated by the set K. [K] . Such an h does not belong to K, and so is a product of elements A t preceding h and belonging to H.
But these A t belong to [K]
, and so A as a product of these h^s also belongs to
= H, and this covers the first part of the proof.
We shall use the sign < for numerical inequalities and for both the alphabetical and semi-alphabetical orderings. It will be clear from the context which meaning is appropriate, the semi-alphabetical ordering applying to entire words, the alphabetical to beginnings or endings of words. Writing u ^ 1 in the form u = <Xβ~ι or u -αα/3" 1 , we cannot have β -a for words of even length since αα~ι = 1. For elements of odd length, β = 0. is possible; and those elements An element h C fi can be written in the form
where ιi( ζL T or T" 1 (the set of inverses of elements in Γ). Moreover we can take (2) so that a) Uiu + i ^ 1 (i = l, * ,ί-l) and b) no two consecutive belong to the same conjugate group aBcC 1 , B C A v If these conditions are satisfied then we shall say that u ι Uι is in half-reduced form.
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The theorem will follow immediately if it can be shown that any nonvacuous half-reduced form cannot be the identity. For then it will follow that the elements of K which are not transforms generate a free group F 9 and that // is the free product of F and the conjugates ClB 0L~ι, B C, A v .
If u is an element of K, and u~ι Φ u, then u < if ( e, 77 = ± 1) will follow both u and t>, since any two of u, v, w generate the third and by the choice of K neither u nor υ is generated by predecessors.
These two principles are the main tools in studying the way in which the elements of 7 and 7~ combine. In reducing a product a ι a 2 ••• a m in G 9 where each α t belongs to one of the free factors, we say that α, and α t + i amalgamate into a{ if a± and α; + 1 belong to the same free factor A and α/αj + i = «/, and that they cancel if a^ai^^ -1.
LEMMA 1. If u= aβ~ι or aaβ"
Proof. Since ]3 5^ a, we have u C £; and if /3 < (X, we would have u" ι < u.
Thus the elements of 7 are of three kinds:
2) ZU) odd, α= ααβ" 1 , α < )8, u C X;
3) /(u) odd, u -ααα" 1 , generated by transforms of the same kind in K. 
Here b* in 2) and α* in 5), are either the term immediately preceding in uι or are amalgamations with a similar term in u tmί . In 3), α* can involve amalgamation with Uι_γ and U£.2
Proof. This lemma will be proved by induction on ί, being trivial for t = 1.
For t -2, the results come directly from Lemma 2 with the added observation that for u= aβ" 1 or Cίaβ" 1 the cancellation in u 2 does not go through α or β.
In proving the induction from t to t + 1, we need only apply Lemma 2 to each of the five cases listed above, as well as each of the five possibilities for u t + l9 using only one additional property not an immediate consequence of Lemma 2. This is as follows: It may happen that u t = ααα" 1 , that Cί cancels, and that a amalgamates with u tmί = σα 1 "
1 &" 1 * and similarly with u t + ι = (Xa"λ* Now by Lemma 2 each of α' and α" is the earliest element in its own coset Ba', Ba". If a'~ιa α" = 1 this would mean that α' and α" were in the same coset, and so α'= a'% a = 1, uι = 1, a contradiction. Hence α'" α α"^ 1, and the reduced form of u tmί wt w ί + i is cr(α'" ι αα")λ. This is the only way in which amalgamation can involve as many as three consecutive terms in any product u x u 2 u m which is half reduced.
In establishing the ending of the reduced form for the half reduced expression h = u ι u 2 u t> we have shown a fortiori that h φ-1, and hence that H is the free product of the infinite cyclic groups generated by the elements Qkβ' 1 and
CLaβ" 1 (a < β) and the conjugates QiB α" 1 of subgroups B of free factors A.
